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2018, Gjellestad, Norway. Archaeologists make the discovery of a lifetime: 
a 20-metre long, 1200-year-old Viking funeral ship.

Who is hiding in the grave? Is Gjellestad one of the oldest Viking 
settlements? What can this coffin tell us about the daily lives, beliefs and 
traditions of the Vikings?

July 2020, an exceptional archaeological expedition begins. Thanks to 
exclusive access to this excavation, state-of-the-art technologies, cinema-
worthy dramatized reenactments and with the help of great specialists of 
the Viking era, this unprecedented journey will bring this incredible site, 
its villagers, warriors and craftsmen back to life.

Both a scientific investigation and an epic historical drama, it will follow 
this extremely rare excavation step by step to reveal who has been hiding 
inside this mysterious Viking coffin for over a thousand years.
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THE VIKINGS RULED NORTHERN EUROPE
FOR NEARLY 250 YEARS

THEY WERE EXCEPTIONAL WARRIORS 
AND SEAFARERS

THEIR KINGS JOURNEYED TO THE AFTERLIFE 
ABOARD REVERED VESSELS TO REACH VALHALLA

VIKINGS' COMPLEX BURIAL RITES
REMAIN SHROUDED IN MYSTERY

AN ANCIENT VESSEL IS UNEARTHED AND
SCIENTISTS UNVEIL WHO VIKINGS REALLY WERE

WHO WAS BURIED INSIDE THIS MASSIVE SHIP 

ARCHAEOLOGISTS UNCOVER ANSWERS THAT
CHANGE OUR PERCEPTION OF THE VIKINGS
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Interest in the Viking Age is growing, helped by fascinating 
archaeological discoveries, just like this one at Gjellestad. It’s Norway’s 
first Viking ship excavation in a century: a great opportunity to 
expand our knowledge of the vikings society and culture. Exploring 
the technologies behind its discovery, unveiling the meticulous 
archeological findings and a full-blown CGI reconstruction of the ship 
intertwined with reenactments and experts’ interviews were key to 
deliver a successful documentary appealing to a wide audience.

Charlotte Tachet
Head of Distribution and Acquistions - ZED
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An independent producer and distributor, founded by Manuel Catteau almost 30 years 
ago, ZED is a key player in French documentary production, with a raft of major 
international broadcasters among its clients: France Télévisions, Canal+, ARTE, BBC, 
National Geographic, Discovery, PBS, ZDF, NHK, SBS or CuriosityStream.

Thanks to a strong team of 7 producers, ZED produces around 40 films a year, covering 
all genres in non-fiction: history, sciences, wildlife, investigation, current affairs and 
art & culture — and investing in all broadcasting platforms, whether linear, non-linear 
or audio (podcast). With a catalogue of 2 000 hours, ZED is also one of the major 
international sales companies and represents more than 130 prestigious French and 
foreign production firms, handling distribution of their output to broadcasters across 
the globe.

In the past few years, ZED has been nominated 5 times among the 10 Best French 
Producers of the Year, and has won three times the French Export Award that rewards 
the most well distributed programs abroad. In 2019, 2020, 2021 and 2022, ZED has 
been nominated by REALSCREEN as part of the Global 100, the annual snapshot of the 
best production companies working in the non-fiction industry.

Over the years, ZED has built its reputation by crafting high-end and acclaimed films, 
recognized in the most famous international festivals and very often garnering audience 
ratings. The series Hobbies produced for Canal+ was selected at the Cannes Film 
Festival (Short Film Palme d’Or Category); Rivers Above the Canopy, widely distributed 
throughout the world, won the “Best Scientific Documentary” award at the 2022 
SILBERSALZ Science & Media Awards; Kalahari, Land of Secret Alliances, produced 
for France Télévisions and Blue Ant Media, won of the Gold Trophy at the Deauville 
Green Awards Festival and gathered 2.85 million viewers in prime-time on France 2; 
and more recently the film Golden Monkeys: Braving the impossible, produced for ARTE, 
CGTN and National Geographic, won the Grand Prize at the 2022 International Nature 
Namur Festival.
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